30% Deposit Bonus
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1. Intro
The “30% Deposit Bonus” Promotion will be held by CapitalXtend, starting from the 26th of April 2021 and ending
on the 31st of August 2021 (23:59 EEST), included.
By participating to this Promotion, all Clients must agree to the Terms and Conditions of the current document.

2. Qualification criteria
2.1

The Bonus shall be available to all new and existing clients, including those under Introducing Brokers.

2.2

The Bonus shall be applicable to only the following Trading Account types: Standard, Standard (Swap - free),
ECN - No Commission, ECN - No Commission (Swap - free), ECN - Pro & ECN - Pro (Swap - free).

2.3

The Minimum Deposit required to receive the Bonus equals to 100 USD.

3. Promotion Specifications
3.1

The Bonus will be given to the Clients automatically, once the conditions above are met.

3.2

The Bonus will be given to the Clients automatically, after they have accepted the Terms and Conditions
and have met the Minimum Deposit requirement.

3.3

Regardless of the Total Deposit during the Promotion Period the maximum Bonus a client can receive equals
to 300 USD.

3.4

The Bonus cannot be withdrawn at any given moment during the Promotion period or after.

3.5

The Bonus is strictly for trading purposes.

3.6

The Bonus cannot be transferred between accounts.

3.7

All pending bonuses will be removed at the end of promotion period as specified here within or otherwise
extended period by the company.

3.8

Each bonus can be received by each client once only, unless otherwise specified. In case of such exception
the bonuses cannot be added to several accounts simultaneously.

3.9

Multiple bonuses cannot be combined on the same account simultaneously.

3.10 All bonuses are automatically removed regardless, if the Client is Inactive for 30 days.
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4. Additional
4.1

CapitalXtend reserves the right to disqualify any bonus or rebate due to abuse of the bonus conditions, such
as arbitrage or hedging between multiple accounts. Note that such violations will lead to exclusion of the
client from all current and future promotion programs with no exceptions.

4.2

Withdrawal rules must be observed to retain your bonus or rebate. Any withdrawal/outgoing internal
transfer processed after a deposit has been made cancels the right of account to receive bonus for that
deposit. Any withdrawal/outgoing internal transfer processed before the required withdrawal conditions
are met will disqualify the accrued bonus or rebate.

4.3

CapitalXtend is not responsible for late, lost, incorrect, illegible, misdirected, mutilated or incomplete
rebate/bonus calculations or bonus claim requests.

4.4

Anyone using fraudulent means to participate and/or win the rebates and bonuses herein will be
disqualified.

4.5

CapitalXtend reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to cancel, modify or prematurely conclude the
promotions for any reason.

5. Example
Client X accepted T&Cs and on the 30th of April and deposited 500 USD on the same day. The Client has received
150 USD as trading Bonus automatically on their selected Trading Account and has started trading, The Client can
use that Bonus until the end of the Promotion Period. On the 1st of September 2021, any remaining Bonus will be
automatically removed from the Client’s Trading Account.
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